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6.13
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interest earnings, lias nut coincided with the gen
eral advance in rates since the South African war, 
is attributable to their owning so large a body of 
securities of which the interest is fixed for a term 
of years. They also own buildings of various kinds 
which are leased for a term of years, and shares on 
which the dividend is maintained continuously at 
the same rate year after year. Under such con
ditions the variations in the general rate prevailing 
in the money market during a restricted period is 
not reflected by the average rate earned by the 
“Mean Assets" of life assurance companies. In 
using the interest rate earned h\ the investments of 
life companies as an indicator of the tendency of 
money to become higher or lower priced, it is 
therefore necessary to take a wide range of years, 
as only thus can an average be arrived .rt which 
indicates what can be regarded as a “tendency" 

j towards an advance or depression in interest rates, 
just as the geographical features of a continent can
not be judged by the rising and falling of localities
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5.40
6.22

4 14
1-87 4.28
1886 4.41 5.3a
1885. 5.38

6.391881 4 41
1883 5.45
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The extension of the amount of interest earning 1,1 narruw 
assets of the Canadian life assurance companies ; ,n considering then the above table of interest 
continues to be a marked feature in these returns, it , earnings we find proofs of. the general trend by not

ing that, while there have been “ups and downs’* 
on a small scale, the rate lias drop|>ed from point 
to point during the last jo wars, the range of which

i.s also a gratifying one inasmuch as it indicates a 
growing confidence in the stability of Canadian in
stitutions. Within the last seven years, the Can
adian companies have enlarged their average “Mean *s s^uwn *>>’ the following comparions: 
Assets,” their interest earning investments, from 
$.11,788,544! to >,38*>,t>8o, the increase in that
lM*riod, 1805 to lijoj, being e<|ual to over itxj per 1888.
vvnt . that is, the mean amount of the assets of the ,HVt •• •*' *-4 “
Canadian life companies has more than doubled 
>iiut 1805. In the same period the increase in the j 
a->vts of the British companies transacting business 
in Canada was from $54400.880 to $74,741.<*>4. thv 
enlargement being 37.4 per cent, in the seven years, 
from 18<>5 to I'wu. The assets of the American
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While the record of the Iasi 20 years shows that, 
there has been a gradual decline in the rate of in
terest realized by the life companies from the 
amount of their "Mean Xssels," as calculated in the 
system above detailed, the evidence is not an ab
solute proof that this decline movement will 
finite, still it has much force as a factor in the pro
blem as to what are the probabilities for the future.

The right class uf investments for life companies 
is a question of vital importance, to which the 
amount of interest realized is, ami by all companies 
ought to be made subsidiary. The funds held liv 
a life assurance company are really trust funds 
which cannot be used for speculative purposes with
out such great imprudence as verges close ujioit 
dishonour, and certain!) shows a defective sense of 
the obligations involved In a trust. The most ap
propriate securities for a life company's investments 
are, (lovvrnment and Municipal bonds and deben
tures, then, the bonds of such railways as have an 
established record for sagacious management ami 
honourable observance of financial obligations. 
Mortgages on real estate may !«• hail to vivid a 
higher rate of interest than first-class debentures 
and bonds, but long experience shows that, mort
gages bearing a higher rate of interest than high

companies in this period rose from $<150,14814-8 to 
$>.185,750471, the increase living Hj.i per cviil in 
the 7 years, from 18145 to 1902.

The average interest on the Mean Assets of the 
liii companies does not afford any evidence of there 
having been a general advance in the rate of interest 
in recent years, or since 18146, a year which 
("red to by one speaker at the Congress of Ac
tuaries as having shown the low water mark of a 
'li'ilinv movement. It is somewhat remarkable how 
il.iv 'x the average interest on the Mean Assets of 
tin l anadian and the British ompanics in 
approximated to their average in 18,46. It is also 
somewhat surprising that, although there has been 
Ntiiii a general advance in interest rates in recent 
War', especially so since the outbreak of the war in 
S"itth Africa, the average interest earned on their 
average Mean Assets by the American life 
pames was lower last year than in 1900, 1814(4, 18 >8, 
,S|i7. or any preceding year. Why the experience 
of the life companies, as evidenced by their average
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